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W E L C O M E  

Fujian huixin environmental technology co., LTD. (formerly name：quanzhou city 

licheng huangshi machinery co., LTD.) is a professional manufacturer that produce 

various kinds of environmental machine since 1989，which is committed to high-tech 

environmental technology research and innovation , product production, sales and 

maintenance. 3 
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Introduction 

           

 Our Products are waste incinerator, waste pyrolysis treatment station, complete system of 

flue  gas treatment, waste solidification processing system and ohter environmental  

equipment．Our factory is located in the in quanzhou, fujian province, which covers an area of 

30000 square meters with all kinds of advanced equipment and a outstanding engineering and 

technical team. 
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    We constantly study, explore, and innovate with experts from 

research and design institue of environmental protection and 

environmental Protection Association at home and abroad for 

many years . Our garbage disposal equipment has been widely 

used in municipal solid waste, medical waste , industrial waste, 

animal waste and so on, which can meet the emission standard; 

With rich experience in equipment manufacturing and on-site 

waste treatment experience, our equipment has been sold to 

many countries around the world and has been praised by people 

from all walks of life at home and abroad. Our factory has passed 

the national ISO9001-2009 quality system certification, CE and 

SGS certification, and won the national science and technology 

innovation award and so on. We sincerely look forward to 

working with you to create a beautiful low-carbon green home. 

 

Fujian Huixin Environmental 
Teconology Co.,Ltd 

Introduction 
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2006 2008 

2015 
1989 2010 

2018 

Development history 

Invention patent of 

waste incinerator 

Export to Ecuador of South American and other countries  

&                                                                                          

Obtained the national technology innovation fund for 

small and medium-sized enterprises 

Develop the domestic market of Yunnan, 

Chongqing and Guangxi, and hand over more 

than 50 sets of equipment to customers to 

operate normally 

Develop domestic 

markets such as 

Guizhou, Shanxi, 

Gansu and Sichuan 

Huangshi machinery 

was established 

Huixin environmental 

was established           

&                                

Continue to expand the 

international market 
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2014 

Export to Russia 

& 

 Obtained a number 

of invention patents 

2012 

Exports to Burma, the 

Philippines and other 

southeast Asian 

countries 

2016 

Exports to Middle East 

markets such as Saudi 

Arabia 
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Product structure 

Main product：                                      

*high-temperature pyrolysis station 

*low-temperature pyrolysis station 

*reciprocating incinerator 

*small incinerator                                 

*mobile incinerator                                 

 

Disposal capacity：                           

*1ton-150ton/Day。 
 

 

 Introduction of main 
products  

high-temperature 
pyrolysis station 

Low-temperature 
pyrolysis station 

Samll 
incinerator 

Reciprocating 
incinerator 

Mobile 
incinerator 
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Product introduction 

Reciprocating incinerator for waste 

Technical features 
    Stratified combustion is adopted in the furnace, which consists of drying, burning and 
carbonization, so as to keep the gasification process in the optimal state. 
    It is the first hydraulic driven mobile grate in China. The garbage is evenly distributed 
under the push of the grate, and the efficiency of pyrolysis capability is higher than the 
traditional way. 
    Adopting the unique secondary oxygen supply technology, the furnace is equipped with 
the secondary combustion chamber with high gasification temperature and good sealing 
performance . The residence time of high temperature flue gas is longer than 3 
seconds,which can control the production of secondary pollution to the maximum extent 
and put an end to poisonous and harmful gases such as the dioxin. The emission of flue 
gas can reach the national emission standard of GB18485-2014 standard for the control of 
daily waste incineration pollution. 
    It can handle all kinds of daily waste, which is no need to classify and can be directly 
disposed after collection. 
    Without the addition of any auxiliary fuel, it only needs to start the ignition of waste by 
the combustion engine.After stable operation, it will rely on its own thermal value to 
continue the process of pyrolysis and gasification , which can greatly reduce the operating 
cost. 
    The whole operation process is controlled by PLC and operated by LCD touch 
screen,which is easy to use and run stablly 
    You can not see smoke and dust in the daily operation of the equipment.There is no 
odor, and the emission can meet the standard without any effect on the surrounding 
environment and residents. 
     Recycling use is practical: a. add the water heater to supply hot water to surrounding 
residents. B. Add the steam turbines to generate electricity. C. add waste heat boiler to 
produce steam. 13 



Product introduction 

High -temperature pyrolysis gasifier system for waste 

Advantages of pyrolysis gasifier system 
    Pyrolysis gasifier system in compliance with the characteristics of waste 
can make realize the process of pyrolysis and gasification .Then the flue gas 
can be burnt in the secondary chamber by oxygen-enriched 
combustion,which make the waste fully burnt and the loss of ignition and 
leaching toxicity lower the national standard. This technology has a leading 
level in China and is a relatively safe and economical waste incineration 
technology. 
    Because pyrolysis gasification combustion chamber is used to burn gas and 
excess air coefficient is small, so the smoke volume of pyrolysis less than 
direct burning method,which especially reduce the content of SOX and NOX, 
HCL and HF, and heavy metal pollutants in the flue gas. It will do good to 
purify the flue gas and reduces the emission and control cost of secondary 
pollution. 
    Pyrolysis and gasification process under hypoxic conditions  reduce the 
generation of dioxin precursor.The temperature of secondary chamber is up 
to 1100 ℃ and the flue gas residence time is more than 2 s,which can rapidly 
decompose dioxins substance to reduce  the content of heavy metals, dioxin 
and other harmful substance in the fly ash after waste incineration.It will 
reduce the secondary pollution to the environment. 
    The technology of semi-dry desulfurization, adsorption and dust removal is 
adopted in the system to have a good effect on purifying the flue and will not 
generate the secondary pollution to the environment. 
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Product introduction 

Low -temperature pyrolysis gasifier system for waste 

  
Technical features 
    Stratified combustion is adopted in the furnace, which consists of drying, gasification 
and pyrolysis, so as to keep the gasification process in the optimal state. 
    Adopting the unique secondary oxygen supply technology, the furnace is equipped with 
the secondary combustion chamber with high gasification temperature and good sealing 
performance . The residence time of high temperature flue gas is longer than 3 
seconds,which can control the production of secondary pollution to the maximum extent 
and put an end to poisonous and harmful gases such as the dioxin. The emission of flue 
gas can reach the national emission standard of GB18485-2014 standard for the control of 
daily waste incineration pollution. 
    It can handle all kinds of daily waste, which is no need to classify and can be directly 
disposed after collection. 
    Without the addition of any auxiliary fuel, it only needs to start the ignition of waste by 
the combustion engine.After stable operation, it will rely on its own thermal value to 
continue the process of pyrolysis and gasification , which can greatly reduce the operating 
cost. 
    The whole operation process is controlled by PLC and operated by LCD touch 
screen,which is easy to use and run stablly 
    You can not see smoke and dust in the daily operation of the equipment.There is no 
odor, and the emission can meet the standard without any effect on the surrounding 
environment and residents. 
     Recycling use is practical: a. add the water heater to supply hot water to surrounding 
residents. B. Add the steam turbines to generate electricity. C. add waste heat boiler to 
produce steam. 
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产品介绍 

Medical waste incinerator 

Technical features 
 
   The pyrolysis gasifier adopts single or double furnace type, which is the best choice for the 
treatment of loose medical waste with the heat value above 3000Kcal/Kg. 
  Control the oxygen intake ratio (whole-process anoxia) of pyrolysis gasifier to treat organic 
matter in waste as combustible gas, transform the incomplete solid pyrolysis process into the 
complete gas pyrolysis process, and greatly reduce the discharge of solid particles. 
  When the pyrolysis gas spontaneously combust and the temperature reaches 850C, the 
combustion supporting device will stop automatically, greatly reducing the operation cost. The 
resource utilization of waste heat energy is achieved, which not only makes the smoke emission 
harmless, but also reduces the total emission of CO2. 
  Stable pyrolysis is achieved due to the use of thermal decomposition and accurate control at 
different stages in the incineration process, thus reducing the burden of post-treatment. After the 
high temperature incineration over 1000℃, the removal rate of organics reached 99.99%, and the 
phenomenon of slag coking caused by incomplete waste incineration was absolutely avoided. 
    Stable combustion of pyrolysis furnace and second-combustion chamber can effectively inhibit 
the generation of toxic substances such as dioxins. 
    The pyrolysis furnace system is completely closed, and the site is clean, beautiful and harmless 
to operators; It is automatic control process with simple and convenient operation. Soft sealing is 
adopted for all feeding door, discharge door and access door. Sealing cover is set on the top of 
pyrolysis furnace to avoid gas leakage. Good sealing of furnace body ensures the effect of 
controlling oxygen pyrolysis. 
    The automatic control of One-time feed, one-time discharge can be achieved to reduce manual 
operation. Waste does not require complex sorting before feeding, which improves operation 
efficiency and safety of working environment. 
    In the pyrolysis gasifier, the combustible gas and high-temperature flue gas produced during the 
pyrolysis process enter into the second combustion chamber for heating, so as to reduce fuel 
consumption or even do not need fuel. 
  16 



Product introduction 

Small incinerator 
 

     Garbage is sent into the first combustion chamber, which is ignited by a 

burner. During the operation of the device, auxiliary fuel is not required to be 

added during normal operation, except external energy is required for the 

first ignition. According to burning three T principle(temperature, time, 

turbulence) ，the garbage can fully oxidized and burned in the first 

combustion chamber, and the flue gas produced after combustion enters the 

second combustion chamber and is burned at high temperature again to 

make it fully burnt. After complete combustion, the flue gas is purified by the 

flue gas treatment system and discharged to meet the standard.  

 
Product features: easy operation, smokeless, odorless, fast combustion, less 
land occupying, low operating cost and convenient maintenance. 
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Product introduction 

Mobile Containerized incinerator 
 

     Mobile Containerized incinerator deveroped by our company can be 
used to treat garbages collected in public places such as school, bus 
stations,harbors,airprots,squares and hospitals as well as all kinds of 
hazardous and toxic waste such as plastic,rubber,  
film,leather,resin,paper,medical waste.It is also very suitable for 
town,remote villages and other places without stationary incinerator. 
    The incinerator is installed in a length of 6 meters  container,whose 
burning capacity is about 150kg/hour by manual feeding and removing 
ash.There will be equipped with lighting, electrics,safety equipment and 
ventilation system.And they are operated from a PLC in the control 
panel.It can deal with solid waste and hazardous in a 
fast,efficient,convenient way. 
    The containerized incinerator can be used either on or off the trailer.It is 
featured with easy operation,smokeless， odorless,fast combustion, less 
land occupying，low cost,less problems and easy maintenance. 
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Product introduction 

Rotary Incinerator 

Technical features 
    Daily waste continuous cast and rile in the rotary drying furnace ,whcih can get the hot 
air from the secondary combustion chamber and make the waste become dry and loose 
combustible. The burning temperature is more than 850 ℃ when the daily waste in 
steady combustion. 
    The multi-stagel oxygen supply provides timely and sufficient oxygen for the whole 
process of waste incineration. 
    The multi-stage oxygen supply enhances the turbulence, and the air is fully mixed with 
the continuously dropped garbage to form a whirlpool combustion flame, which can 
effectively extend the time of the flue gas burning at high temperature. High temperature 
combustion, enough turbulence and enough time to stay can achieve full combustion to 
meet the emission standard. 
    Complete equipment configuration, simple structure, safe and reliable operation, all 
domestically produced manufacturing. 
     The separate design of drying furnace and incinerator is very reasonable. Hot gas for 
drying and combustion are of great practical significance for incineration, treatment rate 
and operation cost reduction. 
    Adopt PLC automatic control with high degree of automation to ensure good 
implementation of incineration technology and purification technology, and effectively 
reduce labor intensity of operators. 
     Renewable utilization is pratical: A. add the water heater to supply hot water to 
surrounding residents. B. Add steam turbines to generate electricity. C. Steam can be 
produced by waste heat boiler. 
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Project background       
"Garbage siege "                   
in critical condition 

      At present, there are about 360 million tons of garbage in the 

country every year, of which about 60% are in village.The processing 

capacity is very small.At present, the processing technology mainly 

consists of simple filling, and its harmless treatment rate is low. All the 

time, there are less technology and equipment in samll tons incinerator 

and the development of small incinerator is slow, so there is a huge 

demand in the market. 
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项目背景 

Remark: The red star is Beijing,the yellow  
parts  are landfill sites 

Project background      
" Garbage siege "          
in critical condition 
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Map of Beijing landfill sites 



Project background 

Teconology for pyrolysis incinerator 

Pyrolytic DTG curve. 

 Pyrolysis is the process of heating and decomposing organic matter in anaerobic conditions. The 
process is a complex chemical reaction process.These include the breaking of large molecular bonds, 
the polymerization of isomerization and small molecules.And finally it forms a variety of smaller 
molecules. Garbage pyrolysis is In a complex process, the thermogravimetric analysis (TG) and the 
thermal derivative (DTG) of different substances are different in the same pyrolysis environment 
temperature. 

Organic material (H2、CH4、CO、CO2) )gas＋(Organic acids 、tar ect) Organic liquid ＋ Carbon ＋ Slag 
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Core technology 

Temperature of 
first chamber： 
850-950 ℃ 

 
 

Temperature of 
outer surface:            

≤50 ℃ 
 
 

Reduction ratio 
:  ≥95 % 

 
 

请填入您的内容，或复制内容后

点击右键选择只保留文本来粘贴

您的内容。请填入您的内容， 

Control system:                        
PLC industrial 

computer 
 
 

Residence time 
of smoke： ≥2  S 

 

Temperature of 
second chamber： 
950-1200 ℃ 

Loss of ignition:             
≤3% 

Reciprocating incinerator 

Pyrolysis gasifier 
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核心技术 

往复式焚烧炉动漫演示： 
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核心技术 

高温热解汽化炉动漫演示： 
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Gas emission report for incinerator 
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Related patents 
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Technical application 

Pretreatment system： 

Crusher Magnetic seperation system 

Grab Roller sieve 
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Technical application 

Gas treatment system ： 

Baghouse 

Spray cooling tower 

Air preheater 

Activated 
carbon tower 
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Technical application 

Gas treatment system ： 

cooler 
Cyclone dust 
collector 
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Heat exchanger 
Dry atomizer 



pre-sales  in sale after sale 

Make a scheme 

*Provide design solutions 

to customers according to 

site condition and 

customer requirements 

Confirm the scheme                               

*Complete the production according to order 

*then to the process of installation, 

commissioning, training and ignition. 

Carry out the solution                   

*Response within 4 hours,             

*Arrive at the site within 72 hours                             

*One-year warranty,             

*lifelong tracking service 

Service item 
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Some foreign cases： 

Huixin incinerator in Burma： 
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Some foreign cases ： 

Huixin incinerator in Ecuador： 
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Some foreign cases ： 

Huixin incinerator in Saudi Arabia： 
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Some foreign cases ： 

Huixin incinerator in the Philippines ： 
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Some foreign cases ： 

Huixin Mobile containerized incinerator in the Philippines ： 
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Some foreign cases ： 

Huixin incinerator in Guangdong： 
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Some cases： 

Huixin incinerator in Henan ： 
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Some cases： 

Huixin incinerator in inner Mongolia： 
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Some cases： 

Huixin incinerator in Shanxi： 
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Some cases ： 
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Huixin incinerator in Guizhou： 



Some cases ： 
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Huixin incinerator in Guizhou： 



Some cases ： 
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Huixin incinerator in Shanxi： 



Some cases ： 
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Huixin incinerator in Yunnan： 



Some cases : 
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Huixin incinerator in Yunnan： 



Some cases： 
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Huixin incinerator in Yunnan： 



Some cases： 
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Huixin incinerator in Inner Mongolia： 



Some cases： 
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Huixin incinerator in Shanxi： 



Some cases： 
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Huixin incinerator in Yunnan： 



Some cases： 
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Huixin incinerator in Shanxi： 



Some cases： 

Huixin incinerator in Yunnan： 
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Some cases： 
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Huixin incinerator in inner Mongolia： 



Some cases： 
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Huixin incinerator in Shanxi： 
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Some cases： 

Huixin incinerator in Yunnan： 



Some cases ： 
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Huixin incinerator in inner Shanxi： 



Some cases： 
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Huixin incinerator in Guangxi： 



Some cases： 

Huixin incinerator in Shanxi： 
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Some cases： 
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Huixin incinerator in Yunnan： 



Some cases： 
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Huixin incinerator in Guangxi： 



Some cases： 
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Huixin incinerator in Guangxi： 



Some cases ： 
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Huixin incinerator in Guangxi： 



Some cases ： 
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Huixin incinerator in Guangxi： 



Some cases ： 
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Huixin incinerator in Guangxi： 



Some cases ： 
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Huixin incinerator in Yunnan： 



Some cases ： 
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Huixin incinerator in Guangxi： 



Some cases ： 
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Huixin incinerator in Guangxi： 



Some cases ： 
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Huixin incinerator in Guangxi： 



Some cases ： 
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Huixin incinerator in Guangxi： 



Some pyrolysis cases ： 
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Some cases ： 
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Huixin incinerator in Yunnan： 



Some cases : 
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Huixin incinerator in Guangxi： 



Some cases : 
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Huixin incinerator in Guangxi： 



Some cases : 
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Huixin incinerator in Guangxi： 



Some pyrolysis cases : 
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Enterprise qualification 
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Enterprise qualification： 
Member of Fujian Environmental protection association 
Member of Quanzhou Environmental protection association 
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03 

enterprise 
spirit 

Culture concept 

01 

Core concept 

People first and virtue first to create a good living 

space.Huixin focuses on people-oriented 

management, adhere to the principle that 

enterprises are people, enterprises depend on 

people, enterprises for people, enterprises model 

people ，and insists that employees must have 

excellent professional ethics, be loyal to the 

enterprise, and identify the values of the 

enterprise，and insists to grow up with every 

employee to create a better life space. Respect, tolerance, sharing and gratitude are the 

basic preconditions for the healthy growth of the 

staff and the healthy development of the 

company. There is plenty of room in the sea. 

Everyone should learn to understand and learn 

tolerance, learn to be grateful, work together to 

build a team with mutual respect, mutual 

tolerance, mutual share the wind and rain, share 

the sunshine, common in the face of all 

difficulties and obstacles, towards a more brilliant 

future together. 

Through the company's development, through 

the continuous innovation of science and 

technology, through the penetration of culture, 

through long-term unremitting efforts, the 

aggregation dribs and drabs of resources and 

energy, creation infinite ecological cycle and 

ecological harmony, to give back to society, serve 

the country, service to the people, the benefit of 

mankind. 
We will continue to create new competitive 

advantages and development momentum, 

become an influential listed company in China's 

environmental protection industry, and strive to 

rank among the forefront of China's 

environmental protection industry. 

04 
Mission of 

development 

02 
Team style 
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Management idea 

01 
Integrity 

02 
Efficiency 

03 
Quality 

04 
Innovation 

05 

Humanization 

*Refined management: define the management content, 

distinguish management responsibilities, refine management goals, 

and make management work more thorough, detailed and 

accurate.                                                                                       

*Standardized management: through institutionalized, process-

based, standardized, formalized, data-based and other forms, 

orderly and efficient management activities can be realized. 

*Efficient management: the shortest time, the lowest cost, the 

highest efficiency, the best integration of resources, the biggest 

benefits of the enterprise;  

*Humanized management: take employees as the starting point 

and center, realize the common development of employees and 

enterprises. 

General plan of management 
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Honor 

2013年 

2014年 

2017年 
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Prospects and advantages 
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 Exhibition show 



Market Prospects 

01 macro-environment 

02 Policy support 

03 Business trend 

04 Market potential 

Thoroughly implement the country spirit,：innovative, harmonious and 
green, open, sharing development idea as guidance, in accordance with 
the general requirements of ecological civilization construction, accelerate 
the urban living garbage disposal facilities construction, improving 
operation management level and promote the living garbage classification, 
promote the balanced urban and rural public resources allocation, to 
improve urban residential environment, enhance the level of ecological 
civilization construction to lay the good foundation 

Strengthen the living garbage disposal facilities and monitoring facilities 
operating funds safeguard, collection of life garbage all specially used for 
the garbage disposal facilities and monitoring facilities construction and 
operation, in the collection of disposal can not meet the normal operation 
and monitoring facilities, local governments should actively take measures 
to appropriate compensation. 

Take life garbage disposal technology incorporated in the relevant national 
science and technology support plan, strengthen the garbage recycling use, 
sorting, processing, and clean burning, dioxin control and safe disposal of 
fly ash and other key technology and standards of research. 

By the end of 2020, the pollution-free disposal rate of domestic waste in 
municipalities directly under the central government, planned cities in shan 
li and provincial capitals (built-up areas) will reach 100%. Other city 
hazard-free treatment rate of urban living garbage reached more than 
95%, the county seat (proper) hazard-free treatment rate of household 
garbage reached more than 80%, a town hazard-free treatment rate of 
household garbage reached more than 70%, can be special difficult areas. 
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Competitive advantages 

01 
Product 

advantage 
02 

Market 
advantage 

03 
Teconology 
advantage 

04 Management 
advantage 

*Product diversification, 

*production integration,             

*short production cycle,              

*strict quality control. 

*Accurate market positioning, focusing on small and 

medium garbage disposal equipment.                            

*The project site is widely distributed, with a high 

market share and is well received by customers. 

*Independent research and 

development,                     

*constantly upgrading.             

*Mature technology                     

*The emission meet  the standard 

Pre-sale, in-sale, after - sales one-stop service 

to solve customers long-term operation 

worries after purchasing the equipment. 
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Exhibition show 
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Xi 'an international environmental protection industry expo Guiyang international exhibition IE expo Guangzhou 

Chengdu international exhibition IE expo Shanghai IE expo Munich 



Concluding remarks 

    We will set the benchmark for China's environmental protection industry 

with advanced technology, high-performance products, high quality and 

efficient services. 

    We will strive to become a global leader in the environmental protection 

industry, making the sky bluer, the earth greener, the water cleaner and 

human life better. 

    We will be committed to green development, recycling and low-carbon 

development, leading technology, service and environmental protection 

industry, environmental protection technology development, to strengthen 

the resources recycling and promoting ecological civilization, the 

construction of beautiful China. 

We are the pioneers of 
the future 
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Talents come from diligence,  

and knowledge is gained by accumulation. 
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